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Abstract. Volume data models are becoming larger and larger as the capture tech-
nology improves. Thus, their visualization requires high computational power.
The automatic presentation of volume models through representative images
and/or exploration paths becomes more and more useful. Representative views
are also useful for document illustration, fast data quality evaluation, or model
libraries documentation. Exploration paths are also useful for video demonstra-
tions and previsualization of captured data. In this paper we present a fast, adaptive
method for the selection of representative views and the automatic generation of
exploration paths for volume models. Our algorithm is based on multi-scale en-
tropy and algorithmic complexity. These views and paths reveal informative parts
of a model given a certain transfer function. We show that our method is simple
and easy to incorporate in medical visualization tools.
1 Introduction
Optimal selection of viewpoints is an important task in 3D visualization. The amount
of information perceived by an observer is determined by the selected view and shading
function. Although the visualization techniques are becoming faster and faster, the size
of datasets also increases, and the time users are able to devote to a single analysis
is limited. Automatic selection of informative views, as well as qualitative exploration
paths are useful for book or articles illustration, illustrating models libraries, fast model
previsualization, good viewpoints for scene introduction and, in general, as a tool to
optimize access to the interesting information and facilitate the understanding of the
anatomic structures [1,2]. In this sense, we propose some techniques to help users to
find adequate views of the datasets in an efficient way. The presented techniques are
useful for general volume models although we mainly use medical examples.
Our proposal works upon a model classified through the definition of a transfer func-
tion (or TF, function that maps a density value to an opacity and color value) and the
specification of a region of interest. Starting from this minimal information, we gener-
ate both a set of representative views of the model and an exploration path that allows
users to choose the most suggestive view and, optionally, modify it. The user may also
modify the TF if needed, in order to refine the inspection, or to render the same ex-
ploration path showing different information. This method is useful, as it allows a user
to obtain representative views in a short time, comparable to the loading time of the
dataset, and permits the generation of inspection paths at almost no extra cost.
©
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In this paper we present an approach for the automatic illustration of volume models
via the selection of representative, perceivably different views of volume data, and for
the generation of exploration paths around these distinctive parts of the models. The ex-
ploration path is built based upon the visually revealed information of the direct volume
rendering process, which makes the navigation more closely related to the information
that will be perceived by the user. We do not concentrate on TF design, which is or-
thogonal to our problem. Despite that, since our method emphasizes the information
revealed by the TF, we may improve the knowledge of the model by performing the
analysis (i. e. selection of representative views, and exploration path) under different
TFs. The main contributions of our paper are threefold:
– The selection of a good view criterion that evaluates visual information for volume
models. Based on it, we build a fast best view selection algorithm that uses an
adaptive scheme. This best view can be chosen as a starting point for the exploration
path for on-line inspection, thus reducing the human effort.
– A method based on Kolmogorov complexity that determines the set of visually
different views of a volumetric model. These may form the representative set of
views of a model, usable to illustrate model libraries or serve as key points for
automatic exploration path construction.
– From the information gathered in the previous step, we build an exploration path
around the model that reveals a high amount of information from it and passes
through the visually different views of the model. This aids the user discovering
the most important features of the model with a minimal effort.
The main advantage of our method is that it does not require any preprocess. More-
over, it gives the results in a time comparable to loading a model, and thus, the user can
immediately begin the inspection starting from a good view of the model.
Next section introduces previous work on view selection for surface-based and
volume-based datasets. Section 3 presents the visual quality evaluation measure we em-
ploy and our adaptive best view selection algorithm. In Sect. 4 we develop a method for
the selection of representative views based on Kolmogorov complexity. Section 5 gives
details on how to build an exploration path around an object that reveals a high quantity
of information from it. We discuss our results and summarize our work in Sect. 6.
2 Previous Work
Viewpoint selection has been addressed with different focuses in different areas. In
surface-based approaches, the good viewpoints are selected taking into account the ge-
ometric information of the models. Usually, three parameters are taken into consider-
ation: i) the number of visible faces, and ii) the area of the object or the visible faces’
projections, and iii) the projected silhouette of the object. The analysis is focused un-
der heuristic functions [3] or information theory-based approaches [4]. Several of these
methods have been analyzed by Polonsky et al. [5] who conclude that none of them can
be coined as universal. On the contrary, one can always find some object whose best
view is missed by the developed metrics.
Previous approaches for best view selection of triangular models are not amenable
to direct volume rendering because the rendering result is not a set of polygons, and
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because the usual rendering techniques produce images where, for each pixel, more
than a single (iso)value contributes to its final color. Thus, some methods have been
developed in order to analyze volumetric information, such as the ones by Bordoloi and
Shen [6], Ji and Shen [7], and Takahashi et al. [8]. These methods take into account the
information contained in the dataset, and thus require a previous preprocess, in some
cases quite costly. Furthermore, they do not measure quality based on the rendered
views, and thus, different structures might be treated separately although they could
produce a uniform colored region on screen. In contrast to these, our approach works
on the generated image, with the objective of measuring only the information that will
be effectively seen by the user. Mühler et al. [1] focus on intervention planning. They
preprocess a set of viewpoints placed at 4096 positions on a bounding sphere. At each
point, a set of parameter maps is computed that indicate the influence of the current
quality parameter settings on the viewpoint. From this information, by using weighted
parameter maps that are application dependent, the authors get the information needed
to generate cutaway views of the objects of interest. Viola et al. [2] have also developed
a preprocess method which takes into account, not only a viewpoint quality metric, but
also information on focus of attention. Our objective is somewhat complementary to
those, as we focus on the fast selection of representative views and exploration paths of
models, without the need of segmenting the dataset and minimizing the manual interac-
tion, which is possible thanks to the viewpoint quality measure we selected. However,
we may also analyze selected regions of the model as shown in Fig. 7-left.
A closely related problem is the analysis of the information contents in an image. It
does not take into account the geometry of the scene but the features of the rendered
view. Image analysis techniques have been developed for the automatic selection of
lighting configuration from an inverse engineering fashion [9], or with direct image
measurement processes [10,11,12]. Those approaches take into account the final image,
and measure the information using perceptual or information-theoretic measures. For
the view quality evaluation of volume models, we use the approach by [12], presented
next, that analyzes the rendered images with a multiresolution entropy measure, due to
its simplicity, and the lack of manual configuration required.
3 Fast Best View Selection
As already commented in the previous section we aim at analyzing the information
that finally arrives at the user given a certain transfer function. From the metrics we
analyzed, the one based on Multi-Scale entropy seems to be adequate for our purposes,
as it is simple, easy to evaluate, and requires no user intervention. We will show that
this metric, when applied to volumetric data renditions, leads to good views and it is
robust to changes in the resolution of the rendered view. Next, we justify our viewpoint
quality metric and we explain how to use it for interactive good viewpoint selection.
3.1 Multi Scale Entropy
Typically, the amount of information in an image has been measured using Shannon
entropy or one of its derivatives. Shannon entropy gives the average information or the
uncertainty of a random variable:
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H(X) =−
N
∑
i=1
pi log pi, (1)
where X = {X1,X2, · · · ,XN} is an image containing integer values and N is the number
of different values of a pixel and pi are the values obtained from the histogram of X ,
that is, the probabilities of each histogram entry. The logarithms are taken in base 2 and
0log0 = 0 for continuity; − log pi represents the information associated with the result
Xi. The unit of information is called a bit. Observe that this entropy will be 0 if all the
pixels have the same value and maximum when all pixels have a different value.
Most of the entropy-based measures for images rely on histogram analysis which,
unfortunately, are insensitive to the correlation of pixels. To overcome these problems,
Starck et al. introduce the concept of multiresolution into the entropy [13] (a.k.a. multi
scale entropy). They consider that the information in an image is the sum of the infor-
mation at different resolution levels l. This can be achieved by using a wavelet transform
W of an image. Thus, the image information can be measured using the wavelet coeffi-
cients wl,k for a fixed set of levels. If the number of levels is high enough, the remaining
information can be considered background. The amount of information produced by a
rendering can be measured by analyzing the Shannon entropy of wavelet coefficients of
each color channel at each level:
HW (X) =−
L
∑
l=1
Nl∑
k=0
hRGB(wl,k), (2)
where hRGB(wl,k) is −p(w(l,k)) log p(w(l,k)), with p(w(l,k)) being the relative number of
coefficients of the channel with value k in level l. Hence, hRGB means that the entropy is
measured separately for each RGB channel. We have applied this method and found that
it is suitable for volume rendering analysis because it reasonably analyzes the structures
given a TF, as shown next. In [12] a user study showed that the Multi Scale entropy was
a good aproximation to the amount of information revealed by illumination. In our
implementation we use the Haar wavelet transform, over RGB images encoded in 8 bits
per color channel. As shown in [12], four levels of wavelet decomposition is usually
enough.
3.2 Interactive Good Viewpoint Selection
The use of the described measure for good viewpoint selection of volume models gives
good results, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Here, the quality has been measured for a
dense set of viewpoints around a model, and we can observe how it computes higher
values (warmer and larger spheres, being the pink sphere the best viewpoint) where
more details are provided from the object. Unfortunately, for the purpose of fast model
previsualization, a brute-force approach is not practical, because the analysis of a suffi-
cient set of views takes roughly half a minute. As the loading times of the models take
several seconds (see Table 1) on a fast machine (a QuadCore PC with 8GB of memory
with a GF 8800 card), it seems acceptable to have a good viewpoint selection algorithm
that takes at most the loading time. Note (cf. Table 1) that all timings depend on the
dataset dimension, number of analyzed views, and the transfer function applied (which
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Fig. 1. The quality values for a dense set of views around the head and the fish models. Viewpoint
quality is encoded in both the color and the node size (the higher the quality the warmer the color
and larger the size). The best view node is painted pink. The images placed on the right of each
view quality sphere show the best (top) and worst (bottom) views according to our measure.
Fig. 2. Best and worst views for the tooth and the engine models
determines the number of processed voxels), that is why a smaller model may have a
worse timing than a larger one.
In order to achieve better efficiency than an exhaustive search, we propose two im-
provements:
Image Resolution: We have analyzed and compared the quality measure for a dense
set of viewpoints (2562) on a bounding sphere in order to evaluate how the re-
sults depend on the resolution of the viewport. We analyze the images generated
offscreen at smaller viewports than the used for regular rendering. Our analysis
showed that resolutions of 256× 256 are good enough for best view computation
for all the models we tested, as best views were identical to the ones selected with
512×512 images. We use 5122 viewport for high quality rendering, as this size is
comparable to the resolution of the models we have. Smaller images (128× 128),
generally produce good views (very similar if not equal to the optimal) for most
models and thus can be used if a quickly response is mandatory (see Fig. 3).
Adaptive Search: In order to achieve interactive rates, we also perform the best view
search in an adaptive fashion, starting from a coarse sampling of the bounding
sphere and adaptively subdividing it according to an estimator of the entropy.
Our algorithm builds a spherical triangle mesh with the vertices placed at the vertices
of an icosahedron. For each vertex i, the quality measure Hi and the total maximum
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Hmax is evaluated and stored. Similarly to Gumhold [11], we treat the quality function as
Lipchitz-continuous in a neighborhood of the analyzed points and seek for the Lipschitz
constant L of the mesh. This value gives an estimation of the maximum quality variation
around a viewpoint.
Fig. 3. Viewpoint quality evaluation of the head
model under different resolutions: 512 × 512,
256×256, and 128×128. The camera has cov-
ered a circular path around the X axis. Note the
high similarity between all the resolutions.
Our algorithm consists of two steps:
First, for each triangle of the current
mesh, the maximum reachable entropy
point at each edge (He1 · · ·He3) is esti-
mated using L (see Fig. 4a). Then, we
estimate the maximum value inside the
triangle Hemax by interpolating the com-
puted values (He1 to He3). If Hemax +
Ksa f e is higher than Hmax, the actual
value is measured by rendering a new
viewpoint from this position and adding
the subdivided triangle (see Fig. 4a). We
add a safety constant Ksa f e in order to
be conservative and avoid missing any
maximum. We found experimentally that
this constant is only necessary when the
range of entropy values of the initial sub-
division is not very large, which makes
the Lipschitz constant small (below 1). Therefore, we add a Ksa f e = 0.02 ∗Hmax when
L < 1. Each time a new viewpoint is added, the Lipschitz constant is recalculated. Our
algorithm stops when none of the estimated entropy values is higher than Hmax, or when
those views are too close (i. e. 5 degrees) to existing analyzed positions. Figure 4b shows
an example of the subdivision produced for the feet model.
With this approach we obtain very similar maximum values than the ones obtained
with the brute-force method, but at a fraction of the time (see Table 1). As an example,
we can see in Fig. 4-right two views of the same model, the left one was selected as
the best of 2562 views, and the second one with our adaptive method, although the
positions are not exactly the same, the information shown is almost identical. Note that,
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4. Left shows the adaptive subdivision algorithm. On the right we can see the result of two
steps of the subdivision for the feet model. The best view of the feet model as selected among
2562 views (c) and our adaptive method (d).
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Table 1. Comparison of the computation times for different models compared to the loading
time. All models have resolution 512×512× slices, and slices are indicated in column 2. Fourth
column shows the seconds required to compute the best view by using a set of 162 positions. The
fifth column shows the time needed to obtain the best view with our adaptive method. The last
column shows the time needed to find 3 representative views for the model. In contrast to previous
columns, where the cost is lineal with size and number of views, here the cost also depends on
the compression process which behaves differently for different files of the same size.
Model Slices load Best view Adaptive 2562 Adaptive 1282 Represent. views
time (s) 5122 / 2562 / 1282 #views / time #views / time 2562 / 1282
Head 486 12.09 36.41 / 13.47 / 5.20 28 / 2.32 27 / 0.94 3.85 / 0.40
Torax 291 4.50 25.66 / 8.43 / 3.14 34 / 1.79 26 / 0.56 2.70 / 0.54
Feet 282 4.49 34.2 / 11.13 / 4.03 26 / 1.85 23 / 0.59 1.93 / 0.42
Coxis 100 1.69 18.89 / 5.48 / 2.09 34 / 0.9 18 / 0.26 2.56 / 0.17
for the best view computation, a lower number of regularly placed viewpoints is usually
enough, being 162 a good compromise, and therefore this is the number of views we
use in the timings shown in Table 1 for the brute force approach.
The time needed to compute the best view using our adaptive method is depicted in
Table 1 for different models. Note how, in all cases, we may compute the best view in,
roughly, 1/4th of the time needed to load a model, and with low resolution viewports
(i.e. 1282) even faster.
4 Representative View Selection
When illustrating a complex model, a single view (the one with the highest entropy
value) may be insufficient, for example because some details of the object may still be
missing or because it does not provide enough information from the 3D relationship
of the structures. Selecting views restricting to the ones with high entropy is generally
not a good choice because this may lead to show similar information under different
directions. This is specially true with models that have a certain level of symmetry.
Our brain is very efficient in inferring symmetries, and therefore, it is more valuable to
get a set of views that show information not captured in the best view. Although some
of them might not be the most informative ones, they will serve as a complement and
allow a better understanding of the relationships between the different structures of the
model.
Previous approaches require the knowledge of structures present in the dataset, which
are obtained via a segmentation process. We would like to avoid this preprocess. In
order to do that, we propose an approach that consists in directly comparing the images
obtained in the process explained in Sect. 3.1. The view set that adequately represents
a model is determined with a greedy scheme:
1. Select the best view B0 with the adaptive algorithm.
2. Measure the distances from B0 to the remaining views.
3. Next representer view B1 is the one at the highest distance from B0.
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The algorithm cost is linear with the number of views, being the comparing process
the most costly one. In order to determine the distance between two views (d(X ,Y )),
we use the Normalized Compression Distance as explained in the following sections.
Once we have the two initial representative views, if we want to gather the missed
information by these two, we can proceed the same way: We compute the distances from
the remaining views against B1 and choose as new view X the one that maximizes the
geometric average of the distances to B0 and B1. This process can be repeated several
times, but three or four are usually enough for most models. In order to find the optimal
set of M views, a global maximization could be applied, but would have a quadratic
cost in the number of views and we obtain similar results with our approach.
At this point, the remaining work is to select a robust view similarity measure. Bor-
doloi and Shen [6] use the Jensen-Shannon divergence over the visible voxels, and do
not take advantage of potential symmetry of the dataset, which is desirable. Nonethe-
less, we cannot compare views by using simple image metrics such as Mean Square
Error, as those metrics are sensitive to transformations of the image such as rotation
or translation, which may become a problem when comparing two views automatically
generated for model inspection. In order to solve these problems, we propose a con-
ceptually simple solution with foundations in algorithmic complexity, concretely, we
evaluate view likelihood with the Normalized Compression Distance.
4.1 Normalized Compression Distance
Normalized Compression Distance is a universal metric of distance between sequences.
It has its roots in Kolmogorov complexity (also known as algorithmic complexity). We
briefly detail here some concepts of algorithmic complexity. The interested reader can
refer to Li and Vitányi’s book [14] for a deeper and more theoretical introduction.
The Kolmogorov complexity of a file is the ultimate compressed version of the file.
Formally, Kolmogorov complexity (K(x)) of a string x is the length of the shortest binary
program to compute x on a universal computer (such as a universal Turing Machine).
Thus, K(x) denotes the number of bits of information from which x can be computa-
tionally retrieved. Hence, K(x) is the lower-bound of what a real-world compressor can
possibly achieve.
The conditional Kolmogorov complexity K(x|y) of x relative to y is the length of a
shortest program to compute x if y is provided as an auxiliary input. Both Kolmogorov
complexity and conditional Kolmogorov complexity are machine independent up to an
additive constant.
Given these two definitions, Bennet et al. [15] define the information distance be-
tween two, not necessarily equal length binary strings as the length of the shortest pro-
gram that can transform either string into the other one, both ways. The information
distance is a metric. Li et al. [16] present a normalized version of information distance
dubbed similarity metric, defined as:
d(x,y) = max{K(y|x),K(x|y)}
max{K(y),K(y)} (3)
The authors also prove that this metric is universal (two files of whatever type similar
with respect to a certain metric are also similar with respect to the similarity metric).
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Being Kolmogorov complexity not computable, it may be approximated with the use of
a real-world compressor, leading to the Normalized Compression Distance (NCD):
NCD(x,y) = C(xy)−min{C(x),C(y)}
max{C(x),C(y)} (4)
where function C(F) is the size of the compression of a certain file F , and xy is the con-
catenation of files x and y. Although the similarity metric has values in [0..1], NCD val-
ues are usually in the range of [0..1.1], due to compressor imperfections. NCD has been
used for applications such as language classification and handwriting recognition [17].
4.2 NCD-Based Representative View Selection
Cilibrasi and Vitányi [17] analyze the conditions that compressors must fulfill in order
to be used for computing the Normalized compression distance. They state that most
of them do, such as stream-based (zlib), block-based (bzip), and statistical (PPMZ)
compressors. As studied by Cebrián et al. [18], the use of compressor for comparison
purposes requires some issues to be taken into account, for instance, the size of the com-
pressed files limits the efficiency of the comparison processes. In the case of bzip2, the
best option works properly for files up to 900KB before being compressed. Larger sizes
make the comparison processes less effective. Based on this, we use bzip2 compressor
on PPM images. Note that the images we analyze are of 256× 256 or 128× 128, and
therefore, the size of the concatenated file never exceeds 900KB. One might wonder if
specialized compressors (i.e. JPEG or similar) would do a better job than general com-
pressors, but, we tested lossless compression using JPEG2000, which generated larger
files (rougly 20%) than bzip2.
In consequence, to determine the distance between two images (d(X ,Y )), we con-
catenate them, and then we compress the original and the concatenated files. Then, the
distance is measured using (4). In Fig. 5 we show, from a set of views around the head
model, the four pairs whose distance is the smallest. Note how symmetric views are
correctly ranked as being very similar. An example of selected representative views is
shown in Fig. 6, where the three selected views for the head and fish models are shown.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 5. From left to right, each column shows the pair of images whose distance is the smallest
with respect to the rest. Note how our similarity measure is robust with respect to rotation and
symmetry. Images are measured as is, that is, without any rotation to align them.
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(a) (b) (c) (e) (f) (g)
Fig. 6. The 3 representative views of the head and the fish model. Note that they properly represent
different appearances of the models.
Observe that these views show substantially visually different information. Represen-
tative views computation is quite fast (see Table 1), concatenation and compression are
the most costly parts. However, in most cases we still require a total time (adaptive best
view selection + representative view selection) smaller than the loading time. More-
over, we may perform the whole process in roughly one second for most of the mod-
els tested if we restrict ourselves to offscreen-viewports of 1282. Because we measure
NCD over rendered views, our representative view selection method yields views that
look different. For most models, this will be a key issue, as selecting views according to
the visible voxels does not guarantee that the final rendered information will enhance
our knowledge of the model (it may be simmetric).
5 Exploration Path Construction
For complex objects, the construction of an inspection walkthrough may be very useful,
as a set of views may be insufficient for providing a global vision of the model. There-
fore, we propose an algorithm for generating exploration paths for model inspection.
This path consists on a set of positions located on a bounding sphere of the object or
region of interest. We use as key points the important viewpoints selected in the previ-
ous section and ensure visiting all of them. The viewpoint with the highest entropy is
visited in second place, as this allows the camera to visit the surroundings of this point
that, intuitively, should be more informative than the rest.
The path construction algorithm determines the minimal length path that passes
through all the representative views and ensures we are providing a high amount of
information. As we have only three to four candidates, an exhaustive search of the
shortest path that ensures we pass through the best view in second position is computed
instantaneously. We call this the simple exploration algorithm.
In order to maximize the information gathered through the exploration, we introduce
an improvement: the camera may deviate from the short path up to a certain distance at
each step. For each step, we analyze the entropy of three candidates, which are placed
toward the destination point and separated by±4 to 6 degrees. The one with the highest
entropy is chosen. The allowed total deviation is limited and reduced as long as we get
closer to the next key point. This ensures we are visiting all keypoints. Furthermore, the
speed of the camera is reduced when visiting points nearby the best one (B0) because,
intuitively, they will show a higher amount of valuable information. In Fig. 7 we can see
the results with the simple path and the improved path for the exploration of the kidney
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Fig. 7. Left:Analysis of a region of interest around the kidney. Right: A comparison of the simple
exploration path (red) and the improved version (cyan) for two models, the kidney and the torax.
and torax models. The improved approach gathers a higher amount of details than the
simple method. The simple path calculation time is negligible, but the improved path
requires the evaluation of entropy at each step, and therefore, the time will depend on
the number of steps we want to produce.
6 Conclusions
Throughout the paper we have analyzed and commented upon the efficiency and qual-
ity of the results obtained applying our techniques either for the good view selection
and the exploration path construction. Its fast response, ease of use, and lack of param-
eter definition, facilitates its incorporation in daily work by i.e radiologists at almost
null cost. Nonetheless, its simplicity makes it easy to incorporate in a medical volume
visualization package but may also be applied to other rendering metaphors.
We may also apply our technique to a region of interest defined by the user, who also
defines the proper TF, and then, our algorithm computes an exploration path around
the region of interest. The result is shown in Fig. 7-left. Once the exploration path is
obtained, we can modify the TF in order to emphasize different anatomic structures and
help in understanding their spatial relationship (see Fig. 7).
In this paper we have explored different techniques for fast volume models explo-
ration. We used an image information contents evaluation based on multi-scale entropy
in order to determine good viewpoints for volume models using a fast adaptive method.
We have developed algorithms for the selection of representative views of models and
the generation of exploration paths. The key difference of our approach is that we use
a metric on the generated views, which allows us to abstract from the transfer function
or rendering method used. Similarity between views is evaluated by using the notion of
Normalized Compression Distance, borrowed from Kolmogorov complexity field. Our
method is useful, not only for volume model inspection, but also easy to incorporate
to medical visualization tools, document illustration support, and automatic labeling of
model libraries. One of the main advantages is that we do not require any preprocess,
and therefore, our method is adequate for fast previsualization of models.
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